PORTABLE PERCUSSION
Experience the thrill of smoking down the vaunted road of rock & roll. The flexible Roll-up Drum Kit has six portable drums, kick and tommel, preprogrammed percussion sounds and requires only a USB port for power. ($50; amazon.com)

CAFFEINATED TREAT
JAVA & Co. syrups have been called toppings, ingredients, sauces, dressings, tonics and elixirs. They are innovations, versatile and most importantly, they make ordinary food taste incredible! Samplers include three or four signature flavors in 6-ounce glass bottles tastefully packaged in a custom hand-stamped gift crate. ($47-51; javaandco.com)

ORGANIZING ON-THE-GO
The Cessen Innovations GRID-IT organizers provide wireless configurations for digital devices and personal items. This particular organizer snugly holds a sun visor in any car. ($30; cesseninnovations.com)